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Let pt (x) be the (Gaussian) heat kernel on Rn at time t. The classical Hermite
polynomials at time t may be defined by a Rodriguez formula, given by
H: (&x, t) pt (x)=:pt (x), where : is a constant coefficient differential operator on
Rn. Recent work of Gross (1993) and Hijab (1994) has led to the study of a new
class of functions on a general compact Lie group, G. In analogy with the Rn case,
these ‘‘Hermite functions’’ on G are obtained by the same formula, wherein pt (x)
is now the heat kernel on the group, &x is replaced by x&1, and : is a right
invariant differential operator. Let g be the Lie algebra of G. Composing a Hermite
function on G with the exponential map produces a family of functions on g. We
prove that these functions, scaled appropriately in t, approach the classical Hermite
polynomials at time 1 as t tends to 0, both uniformly on compact subsets of g and
in L p (g, +), where 1p<, and + is a Gaussian measure on g. Similar theorems
are established when G is replaced by GK, where K is some closed, connected
subgroup of G.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Let M be a Riemannian manifold. Associated with the metric is an
intrinsically defined Laplacian, which allows one to formulate the heat
equation on M,
u
t
=
1
2
2u
lim
t a 0
u(t, y)=$x( y),
where 2 is the Laplacian on M, $x is Dirac measure at some prescribed
x # M, and u is a function from (0, )_M  R. For the considerations of
this article, M will be compact and without boundary. In this case it is
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known that a unique solution exists, and furthermore, that it is a smooth,
positive function on (0, )_M  R. This solution, denoted E(t, x, y) to
indicate its dependence on the initial point x, is the heat kernel on M.
The heat kernel on a compact Riemannian manifold has long been
known to carry detailed topological and geometrical information
([B-G-M, B-G-V, Ch, M-P, R]). One can informally say that the large-
time asymptotics of the heat kernel give cohomological information, while
the small-time behavior is controlled by various geometric data. Further-
more, the heat kernel on a compact Riemannian manifold is the natural
analog of the Gaussian probability measure on Rn. In support of this state-
ment, we merely remark that the heat kernel on Euclidean space is in fact
the usual Gaussian density. It is this interpretation of the heat kernel which
motivates the results presented here.
Specifically, we are interested in the case wherein the Riemannian
manifold of choice is either a compact Lie group or a compact
homogeneous space. In this instance, the extra algebraic structure of the
group allows more concrete information to be extracted from the heat
kernel and its derivatives.
Let G be a connected Lie group of compact type, which by definition
means that we may (and do) equip G with an Ad-invariant inner product
on g, the Lie algebra of G. It is known that G is of compact type if and
only if G is of the form G&K_Rn for some compact Lie group K and
some n. Identifying g with TeG, the tangent space to G at the identity, the
inner product naturally gives rise to a bi-invariant Riemannian metric on
TG. We consider the heat equation with the Laplacian constructed from
this metric, and we define a function \t on G by \t (x)=E(t, e, x), the heat
kernel at time t whose initial distribution is Dirac measure at e, the identity
of G.
The Hermite functions on G were first introduced by Hijab in [Hi1], and
they may be considered analogs of the classical Hermite polynomials. They
are defined by the following generalization of the usual Rodriguez formula.
Definition 1.1. For every right invariant differential operator :~ on G,
the associated Hermite function at time t, K:~ ( } , t), satisfies
K:~ (x&1, t)=
:~ \t (x)
\t (x)
, x # G. (1.1)
Example 1.1. In the special case of G=Rn with the standard metric,
the heat kernel is given uniquely as
\t (x)=\ 12?t+
n2
e&|x|22t,
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the usual Gaussian probability density on Rn (as noted above). The right
invariant derivatives are just the constant coefficient differential operators,
and so the Hermite functions on Rn are the usual Hermite polynomials at
time t. This case will appear repeatedly in the present work, and so we
present the following definition.
Definition 1.2. Let S denote the family of constant coefficient
differential operators on Rn. For ; # S, we let H; ( } , t) be the classical
Hermite polynomial at time t determined by ;. Therefore,
H; (&x, t)=
(;pt)(x)
pt (x)
, where pt (x)=\ 12?t+
n2
e&|x|22t.
Properties of Hermite Functions on Lie Groups
To exhibit the special nature of these Hermite functions on groups, we
discuss some of the results related to their discovery.
Let G now be a real simply connected compact type Lie group with Lie
algebra g, and let T be the tensor algebra n=0(g
n). For each t>0, we
complete T in the inner product defined by linearly extending
(!1  } } } !k , ’1  } } } ’l) =
k !
tk
$kl ‘
k
i=1
(!i , ’i) (1.2)
where [!i]ki=1 _ [’j]
l
j=1 /g, and k, l # [0, 1, 2, ...]. We denote the comple-
tion of T by T . Let J be the two-sided ideal of T generated by the elements
[!’&’!&[!, ’]]/T, !, ’ # g.
Denote TJ by U. Then U is the universal enveloping algebra of g, and U
can be identified naturally with the algebra of right invariant differential
operators on G. We complete U in the quotient norm inherited from the
above t-dependent inner product on T and denote the completion by U .
Note that U may be identified with J=.
Next, for each ! # g, let ?(!)=! be the right invariant extension of ! to
a smooth vector field on G. The map ? extends uniquely to an algebra
homomorphism from T onto the algebra of right invariant differential
operators on G (in fact, viewing the right invariant differential operators as
the quotient TJ, ? is just the canonical projection ?: T  TJ). We denote
?(:) by :~ for any : # T. The following result, obtained in this form by
Hijab, is a noncommutative generalization of the KakutaniIto^Segal
isometry.
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Theorem 1.1. Let G be a simply connected compact type Lie group, and
let K: T  C (G) be defined by K(:)=K:~ , the Hermite function corres-
ponding to :~ . The map K extends to a bounded linear transformation from T
to L2 (G, \t (x) dx) with kernel J . This extension is a linear isometry of J =
onto L2 (G, \t (x) dx). Here dx is Haar measure on the group. Thus, we may
identify L2 (G, \t (x) dx) with a certain completion of the universal enveloping
algebra.
In the case G=Rd, this theorem is quite well known and dates back to
the work of Kakutani [Ka], Ito^ [I], and Segal [Se]. Their work actually
examined the extension of the above theorem to the case d=. The non-
commutative case was first obtained by Gross in [Gr1], where the
isometry was discovered as a byproduct of analysis on loup groups. The
proof was probabilistic in nature, utilizing the theory of a G-valued Brow-
nian motion, and the Hermite functions were not explicitly present in this
approach. Latter, Hijab [Hi1] provided an almost completely analytic
proof of the theorem, clarifying the role of the functions K: in the above
isometry. Driver [Dr] removed the last vestige of infinite dimensional
analysis from the proof, so that now a wholly analytic development of the
theorem is known. His development made use of an isometry, due to Hall
[Ha], of L2 (G, \t (x) dx) with a space of holomorphic functions on the
complexification of G. Finally, Hijab [Hi2] implemented Driver’s main
idea in [Dr] to prove the theorem without reference to the additional
complex structure in [Ha].
We also mention that this result has been extended to the setting of com-
pact homogeneous spaces by Gross in [Gr2]. As before, let G be a con-
nected, simply connected compact Lie group with Lie algebra g. We again
equip g with an Ad-invariant inner product. Let K be a closed connected
subgroup of G with Lie algebra k. We denote by M the homogeneous space
of left cosets of K. Then M can be given a Riemannian structure that is
invariant under the left action of G (see Proposition 1.4 below). We let
qt (x) be the heat kernel on M at time t and denote by kT the right ideal
generated by k in T. Then the extension of the above theorem to these
manifolds concerns the existence of an isometry from L2 (M, qt (x) dx) to
(J+kT)= (see [Gr2]). Furthermore, Hermite functions on M may be
defined on these manifolds by a Rodriguez formula involving the heat ker-
nel on M, and the structure of this isometry is given explicitly in terms of
these Hermite functions on the homogeneous space (see below for their
definition).
Statement of the Results
As mentioned above, the Hermite functions reduce to the classical
Hermite polynomials when G is a Euclidean space. However, the interesting
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case when G is a compact Lie group is quite new, and little is known about
the Hermite functions in this case. Henceforth, G will denote a general
compact, connected Lie group, with a prescribed Ad-invariant inner
product on g. Specifically, we make no assumptions about the fundamental
group of G.
Let T be the tensor algebra of g, and let I be the ideal in T generated
by the set
[!’&’!, !, ’ # g].
Note that g is an abelian Lie group under addition and that TI is the
universal enveloping algebra of g. For every ! # g, let ;(!) be the right
invariant extension of ! to a smooth vector field on g. Since g is abelian,
! is a first order constant coefficient differential operator. This map extends
to an R-algebra map from T to S, the algebra of constant coefficient
differential operators on g&Rn. This map factors through TI, and it is a
classical result that the induced map from TI to S is an R-algebra
isomorphism. Utilizing this identification, ; may be viewed as the canonical
projection ;: T  TI.
We prove the following:
Theorem 1.2. Let \t (x) be the heat kernel on G whose initial distribu-
tion is Dirac measure at e, the identity of G. Let : # T be homogeneous, and
let K:~ (x, t) be the Hermite function on G associated to :~ . Then
lim
t a 0
t |:|2K:~ (exp(- t Y), t)=H;(:) (Y, 1), Y # g,
uniformly on compact subsets of g, where H;(:) is the classical Hermite poly-
nomial corresponding to ;(:). Here |:| is the degree of :, :~ is the image of
: in the universal enveloping algebra, and ;(:) is the constant coefficient
differential operator on g described above.
Theorem 1.3. Let \t (x) be the heat kernel on G whose initial distribu-
tion is Dirac measure at e, the identity of G. Let : # T be homogeneous, and
let K:~ (x, t) be the Hermite function on G associated to :~ . Let d+(Y)=
(12?)n2 e&|Y|22 dY be the usual Gaussian probability measure on g. Then
lim
t a 0
t |:|2K:~ (exp(- t Y), t)=H;(:) (Y, 1), Y # g,
in L p (g, +) for every 1p<.
Remark 1.1. It is not immediately obvious that if : and # are tensors
homogeneous of the same degree with :~ =#~ , then ;(:)=;(#). Certainly this
is a requirement for the validity of the above theorems. However, this
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follows immediately from known results. In fact, :~ =#~ if and only if
:&# # J. But Bourbaki [Bo], Lemma 3, p. 20, applies to give :&# # I.
Hence, ;(:)=;(#).
An argument of comparable simplicity shows that if : and # are
homogeneous tensors of different degree with :~ =#~ and ;(:)=;(#), then
we must have ;(:)=0=;(#). This is clearly compatible with the above
theorems.
We establish similar results in the setting of compact homogeneous
spaces. Let K be a closed, connected subgroup of G with Lie algebra k. Let
k= be the orthogonal complement of k in g, and let GK be the
homogeneous space of left cosets; i.e., GK=[gK | g # G] as a set, with
*: G  GK the canonical projection. We first recall a well-known result
relating the geometry of G to a choice of metric on GK (this is part of
Proposition 3.1 as stated in [Gr2]).
Proposition 1.4. There is a unique Riemannian metric on GK which is
invariant under the left action of G and for which the linear map
d*e : k=  TeK (GK)
is an isometry.
We equip GK with the metric from this proposition and consider the
heat kernel determined by the associated Laplacian.
Note that we can view all functions on GK as right K-invariant func-
tions on G. Let \$t be the right K-invariant function on G which projects to
the heat kernel on GK whose initial distribution is Dirac measure at eK.
We now define the Hermite functions on GK.
Definition 1.3. The Hermite function on GK associated to the right
invariant differential operator :~ and time t, denoted K$:~ (g, t), is given by
K$:~ (g, t)=
(:~ \$t)(g)
\$t (g)
.
Remark 1.2. Note that a right invariant derivative of a right
K-invariant function is a right K-invariant function, and so K$: is indeed a
function on GK.
Remark 1.3. Observe that this definition of Hermite function evaluates
K$:~ ( } , t) at g instead of g&1, as in Definition 1.1, Eq. (1.1). This is necessary
for the resulting function to be right K-invariant on G.
Let kT be the right ideal in T generated by k, and let I+kT be the linear
sum of I and kT. It is easy to show that I+kT is a two-sided ideal in T,
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and in fact that T(I+kT ) is isomorphic to the family of constant coefficient
differential operators on k= (this will be done in the last section). Under
this isomorphism, we may view the canonical projection ;$: T  T(I+kT )
as determining a differential operator on k=. We then prove the following:
Theorem 1.5. Let : # T be homogeneous. Then
lim
t a 0
t |:|2K$:~ (exp(- t Y), t)=(&1) |:| H;$(:) (Y, 1)
uniformly on compact subsets of k=.
Theorem 1.6. Let : # T be homogeneous. Then
lim
t a 0
t |:|2K$:~ (exp(- t Y), t)=(&1) |:| H;$(:) (Y, 1)
in L p (k=, +$) for every 1p<, where +$ is the usual Gaussian probability
measure on k= whose variance is 1.
Remark 1.4. The extra factor of (&1) |:| in the value of the limit is due
to the fact that Definition 1.3 evaluates the Hermite function at g instead
of g&1, while our original definition of Hermite polynomials on Rn, Defini-
tion 1.2, evaluates the Hermite polynomials at x&1 instead of x. We could
eliminate this annoying discrepancy by consistently defining all Hermite
functions as in Definition 1.3. We have specified the Hermite functions as
in Definitions 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 in order to keep agreement with the original
definitions of Hermite functions and polynomials.
Remark 1.5. Similar arguments as in Remark 1.1 apply for these
theorems as well. That is, if : and # are tensors homogeneous of the same
degree with :~ =#~ , then ;$(:)=;$(#). Moreover, if : and # are tensors
homogeneous of different degree with :~ =#~ and ;(:)=;(#), then
;(:)=0=;(#).
2. THE PARAMETRIX APPROXIMATION
In this section we will obtain detailed estimates comparing an
approximate solution of the heat equation with the heat kernel. As a
byproduct of these considerations we will obtain a proof of the existence of
the heat kernel as an immediate corollary. In fact, the use of this
approximate solution is one of the classical methods employed to prove the
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existence of the heat kernel, dating back to the paper by Minakshi-
sundaram and Pleijel [M-P]. However, the estimates we obtain are
stronger than necessary to prove the existence of the heat kernel, and are
therefore absent in much of the literature on this technique. They are essen-
tial to our proofs of Theorems 1.2 through 1.6.
The following development, except for the improvements on the
error bounds, can be found in a number of sources; in particular [B-G-M],
[B-G-V], and [R]. We follow essentially the presentation in [R].
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary, and let 2
be the Laplacian associated to the Levi Civita connection. We adopt the
convention that the Laplacian is a nonpositive operator. Recall that the
heat kernel on M is the unique function E(t, x, y): (0, )_M_M  R
that is continuous, once continuously differentiable in the time variable,
twice continuously differentiable in the x and y-variables, and satisfies the
following conditions:
\ t&
1
2
2y+ E=0 (2.1)
lim
t a 0 |M E(t, x, y) f ( y) dy=f (x) (2.2)
for every continuous function f: M  R. The uniqueness of the heat kernel
is well known, as well as the fact that E(t, x, y) is actually smooth in all
variables. We will obtain our estimates by producing the heat kernel from
an iterative procedure applied to our approximate solution. Precisely what
is meant by an approximate solution of the heat equation, or a parametrix,
is given by the following definition.
Definition 2.1. A function V(t, x, y) # C ((0, )_M_M) is a
parametrix for the heat equation if the following two conditions are
satisfied.
(i) ((t)&(12) 2y) V # C([0, )_M_M)
(ii) limt a 0 M V(t, x, y) f ( y) dy= f (x) for f # C(M).
The production of a parametrix proceeds as follows. Suppose dim M=n.
On Rn, the heat kernel is the Gaussian (12?t)n2 e&|x|22t. Using Rn as a
model for the nonlinear case, we first examine the function
G(t, x, y)=\ 12?t+
n2
e&r2(x, y)2t,
where r(x, y) is the Riemannian distance from x to y. However, direct
calculation shows that G does not satisfy the requirements of a para-
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metrix. In fact, G is in general not even differentiable at the cut locus.
Minakshisundaram and Pleijel [M-P] utilized G to produce a parametrix
in the following manner. We write
Sk (t, x, y)=G(t, x, y) :
k
i=0
ui (x, y) t i
and attempt to find the functions ui (x, y) so that Sk satisfies the heat equa-
tion to highest order in t. Fixing x and hypothesizing that Sk is a function
only of r in geodesic polar coordinates at x, we compute in a neighborhood
of x.
Sk
t
=G _\ r
2
2t2
&
n
2t+ :
k
i=0
u it i+ :
k
i=1
iui ti&1& .
Recalling that for functions f and g on M we have
2( fg)=(2f ) g+2(df, dg)+ f (2g),
we see that
1
2
2ySk =
1
2
2yG :
k
i=0
ui ti+ :
k
i=0
(dG, du i) t i+
1
2
G :
k
i=0
2yui t i
=
1
2
2yG :
k
i=0
ui ti+
G
r
:
k
i=0
u i
r
ti+
1
2
G :
k
i=0
2yui t i.
Here we have made use of the Gauss Lemma to obtain the middle expres-
sion in the last line. Now,
G
r
=&
r
t
G,
while
2yG=
2G
r2
+\n&1r +
D$
D +
G
r
=G _r
2
t2
&\nt +
r
t
D$
D +& , (2.3)
where D(x, y)=det(d expx(exp &1x ( y)) and the prime denotes differentia-
tion with respect to r. Here the determinant is evaluated by computing the
matrix entries with respect to any basis of Texp x&1( y) TxM&TxM and its
parallel translate along the unique geodesic from x to y. Of course, we are
requiring y to be sufficiently close to x that such a geodesic exists.
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Moreover, Eq. (2.3) is obtained by utilizing a well known expression for
the Laplacian in geodesic polar coordinates (see [R, p. 87], for its deriva-
tion). Putting together all of our computations and simplifying yields
\ t&
1
2
2y+ Sk =G _ :
k
i=1
iui t i&1+
r
2t
D$
D
:
k
i=0
ui ti
+
r
t
:
k
i=0
ui
r
t i& :
k
i=0
1
2
2yui ti& .
In this expression, we see that the highest power of t is tk&n2. Our goal is
to find the functions ui , 0ik, so that all the terms that are of lower
order in t vanish. We start with the lowest. This yields the equation
r
2
D$
D
u0+r
u0
r
=0.
Solving, we find u0 (x, y)= g(%) D&12, where % represents the angular
variables in geodesic polar coordinates. We want u0 to be smooth when
x= y, and so we must choose g(%) to be a constant. We in fact choose
g(%)#1. So,
u0 (x, y)=D&12 (x, y).
Requiring the coefficients of ti&n2&1 to be 0 for 1ik yields the recur-
sive relationships
r
ui
r
+\ r2
D$
D
+i+ ui&12 2yui&1=0, 1ik. (2.4)
Before attempting to solve this equation, we examine the simpler equation
r
ui
r
+\ r2
D$
D
+i+ ui=0.
Direct calculation shows the solution of this equation to be ui= gr&iD&12,
where again g is some function of % alone. Using this as motivation, we try
to solve Eq. (2.4) with a function of the form
ui= gr&iD&12,
where g is now a function of r only. Substituting this expression into
Eq. (2.4) leads to the following equation for g:
g
r
=
1
2
ri&1D122y ui&1 .
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We can solve for g by an r-integration. Let # be the unique unit speed
geodesic from x to y; so #(0)=x while #(r(x, y))= y. We then find
ui (x, y)= 12r
&i (x, y) D&12 (x, y) |
t
0
D12 (x, #(s))(2yu i&1)(x, #(s)) si&1 ds.
Inductively, we see that ui , 1ik, is smooth inside the cut locus of x.
We thus have, in a neighborhood of each point x # M,
\ t&
1
2
2y+ Sk=&12 G2yuk tk.
Let ’: R  R be a smooth cut-off function which is 0 outside of (&=, =) and
identically 1 on (&=2, =2), where =>0 is chosen to be less than the injec-
tivity radius of the manifold. Define Ak (t, x, y)=’(r2 (x, y)) Sk (t, x, y).
Lemma 2.1. Ak (t, x, y) is smooth on (0, )_M_M and for every *
such that 0<*<1, there exists a constant C(*, M, k) such that
}\ t&
1
2
2y+ Ak (t, x, y)}C(*, M, k) tk&n2e&*r2(x, y)2t.
Proof. That Ak is smooth is obvious. Abusing notation, we let
’(x, y)=’(r2 (x, y)). We compute:
\ t&
1
2
2y+ Ak=’ \ t&
1
2
2y + Sk&12 (2y’) Sk&(d’, dSk) .
Taking absolute values and noting that we only have to concern ourselves
with the support of ’, we have
}\ t&
1
2
2y+ Ak (t, x, y) }C1 tk&n2e&r2(x, y)2t
+
1
2
|2y’| |Sk (t, x, y)|+ } ’r } }
Sk
r }.
The last expression has been obtained by a use of the Gauss Lemma. Note
that every term will possess the Gaussian G(t, x, y)=(12?t)n2 e&r2(x, y)2t.
Moreover, Sk has a pole at t=0 of order n2, while Sk r has a pole of
order n2+1. However, ’r and 2y’ are 0 if r<=2. Writing
e&r2(x, y)2t=e&(1&*) r2(x, y)2te&*r2(x, y)2t,
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we see that the first term on the right-hand side is bounded by e&(1&*) =28t
if r=2. This tends to 0 faster than any power of t, from which the
estimate immediately follows. K
We define Lk (t, x, y)=((t)&(12) 2y) Ak .
Lemma 2.2. Ak (t, x, y) is a parametrix for the heat equation for k>n2.
Proof. Property (i) in Definition 2.1 is clear since ((t)&
(12) 2y) Ak=Lk satisfies |Lk (t, x, y)|C(*, M, k) tk&n2, and Lk certainly
has the desired smoothness. For (ii), we note that we can evaluate the
integral in exponential coordinates at x yielding
|
M
Ak (t, x, y) f ( y) dy
= :
k
i=0
t i |
M \
1
2?t+
n2
e&r2(x, y)2t’(r2 (x, y)) u i (x, y) f ( y) dy
= :
k
i=0
t i |
TxM \
1
2?t+
n2
e&(&|Z|22t)ui (x, expx Z) ’( |Z|2)
_ f (expx Z) D(x, expx Z) dZ,
since D(x, expx Z) is the Riemannian volume density. Taking the limit as
t a 0, we find
lim
t a 0 |M Ak (t, x, y) f ( y) dy= f (x) u0 (x, x) ’(0) D(x, x)= f (x). K
We will express E(t, x, y) in the form Ak (t, x, y)+R(t, x, y) for some
controllable function R(t, x, y). To define R, we need some more definitions.
Definition 2.2. If :(t, x, y) and ;(t, x, y) are integral kernels, define
(: V ;)(t, x, y)=|
t
0
ds |
M
:(t&s, x, z) ;(s, z, y) dz,
provided the right-hand side exists.
In particular, if :, ; # C([0, )_M_M), : V ; exists for all t0,
x, y # M and * is seen to be associative. We next examine the quantity
Qk (t, x, y)= :

l=1
(&1) l+1 (Lk) V l (t, x, y),
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where (Lk) V l represents the ‘‘product’’ of Lk with itself l times. Before
showing that Qk is well defined, we establish a lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Let t>0 be fixed, and let 0<s<t. Then for nonnegative
real numbers a and b,
a2
s
+
b2
t&s

(a+b)2
t
.
Proof. Let f (s)=a2s+b2(t&s). Then f $(s)=&a2s2+b2(t&s)2 and
f "(s)=2a2s3+2b2(t&s)30. Hence, f is concave upward, and solving
f $(s)=0 yields (a+b)2t for the minimum. K
Proposition 2.4. Qk (t, x, y)=l=1 (&1)
l+1 (Lk) V l (t, x, y) converges
absolutely for every 0<t1, k1+n2, and every x, y # M. Furthermore,
Qk is r-times differentiable in the x-variables provided k>r+n2. Moreover,
for every 0<*<1 there exists a constant C(D+x , *, M, k) such that
|(D+xQk)(t, x, y)|C(D
+
x , *, M, k) t
k&|+| &n2e&*r2(x, y)2t
if D+x is a derivative of order |+| in the x-variables with |+|r. Similarly,
there exists a constant C(D+y , *, M, k) such that
|(D+y Qk)(t, x, y)|C(D
+
y , *, M, k) t
k&|+|&n2e&*r2(x, y)2t
if D+y is a derivative of order |+| in the y-variables with |+|r.
Proof. Recall the function G(t, x, z)=(12?t)n2 e&r2(x, z)2t. Using expo-
nential normal coordinates at z, we have
G(t, expz X, z)=\ 12?t+
n2
e&|X|22t,
and so
G
Xi
(t, expz X, z)=&
Xi
t
G(t, expz X, z),
which is of one order lower in t. Considering higher x-derivatives shows in
general that
|(D+xG)(t, x, z)|Ct
&|+|G(t, x, z)
for some constant C over the support of the cut-off function, where C could
in general depend on t, but which we may take to be independent of t, since
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0<t1. Similar bounds hold, of course, if we take y derivatives instead of
x derivatives. Now, observe that
Lk (t, x, z)=
1
2
’(x, z) G(t, x, z) 2y uk (x, z) tk
&
1
2
2y’(x, z) Sk (t, x, z)&
’
r
}
Sk
r
(t, x, z).
Every term in Sk possesses the Gaussian G(t, x, z), so repeating the
arguments of Lemma 2.1, we see that
|Lk (t, x, z)|
K
k&n2
tk&n2e&*r2(x, z)2t
for some constant K and
|(D+xLk)(t, x, z)|K } C(+) t
k&|+|&n2e&*r2(x, z)2t
over this support for some constant C(+) (recall that 0<t1). Here, if I
represents the identity (a differential operator of order 0), we see, for exam-
ple, that C(I )=1(k&n2). Similar estimates hold if we take derivatives in
the second spatial variables. Now observe that, for l>1,
(D+x(Lk)
V l)(t, x, y)=|
t
0
ds |
M
(D+xLk)(t&s, x, z)(Lk)
V (l&1) (s, z, y) dz.
Suppose inductively that
|(Lk) V (l&1) (t, z, y)|

K l&1V l&2tk&n2+l&2
(k&n2)(k&n2+1) } } } (k&n2+l&2)
e&*r2(z, y)2t,
where V=Vol(M). This is clearly true for l=2. Then
|(D+x(Lk)
V l)(t, x, y)|
|
t
0
ds |
M
|(D+xLk)(t&s, x, z)| |(Lk)
V (l&1) (s, z, y)| dz
|
t
0
ds |
M
(K } C(+)(t&s)k&|+|&n2e&*r2(x, z)2(t&s))
_\K
l&1V l&2sk&n2+l&2e&*r2(z, y)2s
(k&n2) } } } (k&n2+l&1) + dz
=C (+, l ) |
t
0
ds |
M
(t&s)k&|+|&n2sk&n2+l&2
_e&*r2(x, z)2(t&s)e&*r2(z, y)2s dz,
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where C (+, l ) = C(+) K lV l&2(k & n2) } } } (k & n2 + l & 2). Now,
(t & s)k&|+ |&n2tk&|+| &n21 for 0<st1. Also, our previous lemma
shows
e&*r2(x, z)2(t&s)e&*r2(z, y)2se&(*(r(x, z)+r(z, y))2)2te&*r2(x, y)2t.
So, D+x(Lk)
V l is bounded by
C(+) K lV l&2
(k&n2)(k&n2+1) } } } (k&n2+l&2)
_|
t
0
ds |
M
tk&|+|&n2e&*r2(x, y)2tsk&n2+l&2 dz

C(+) K lV l&1tk&n2+l&1
(k&n2)(k&n2+1) } } } (k&n2+l&1)
} tk&|+|&n2 } e&*r2(x, y)2t.
Recalling 0<t1 and C(I )1, we see that this inequality extends our
inductive hypothesis. Furthermore,
} :

l=1
(&1) l+1 (D+x(Lk)
V l)(t, x, y)}
KC(+) tk&|+|&n2e&*r2(x, y)2t
_ :

l=1
(KV) l&1 tk&n2+l&1
(k&n2)(k&n2+1) } } } (k&n2+l&1)
.
An application of the ratio test shows that the series converges absolutely.
Thus, Qk has the desired convergence and smoothness in the x-variables.
For the y-variable derivatives, we observe that
(D+y(Lk)
V l)(t, x, y)=|
t
0
ds |
M
(Lk) V (l&1) (t&s, x, z)(D+y Lk)(s, z, y) dz.
By essentially the same argument, this in turn leads, by our bound on
(Lk) V (l&1), to the bound
|(D+y(Qk)
V l)(t, x, y)|C(D+y , *, M, k) t
k&|+|&n2e&*r2(x, y)2t,
completing the proof. K
We will show E(t, x, y)=Ak (t, x, y)&(Qk V Ak)(t, x, y) if k>2+n2.
To do this, we first show
Proposition 2.5. Let P # C([0, )_M_M). Then P V Ak (t, x, y)
exists for all t>0, x, y # M. If P(t, x, y) is C r in the x-variables with
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derivatives in C([0, )_M_M), then P V Ak is C r in the x-variables with
derivatives C((0, )_M_M). Similarly, if P is C r in the y-variables with
derivatives in C([0, )_M_M), then P V Ak is C r in the y-variables with
derivatives in C((0, )_M_M). Finally, if P is at least C 2 in the second
spatial variables with derivatives in C([0, )_M_M), then P V Ak is C 1 in
t, and
\ t&
1
2
2y+ (P V Ak)=P+P V Lk .
Proof. If it exists, (P V Ak)(t, x, y)=t0 ds M P(t&s, x, z) Ak (s, z, y) dz.
For 0<s<t, let B(s, t, x, y)=M P(t&s, x, z) Ak (s, z, y) dz. Note that
B(0, t, x, y)=P(t, x, y). Utilizing exponential coordinates at y, we have
B(s, t, x, y)= :
k
i=0
si |
TyM
P(t&s, x, expy Z) \ 12?s+
n2
_e&|Z|22sui (expy Z, y) ’( |Z|2) D( y, expy Z) dZ.
We make the change of variables Z  - s Z and write the right-hand side
as
:
k
i=0
si |
TyM
P (t&s, x, - s Z) \ 12?+
n2
_e&|Z|22u~ i (- s Z, y) &(s |Z| 2) D ( y, - s Z) dZ, (2.5)
where we have defined P (t, x, Z)=P(t, x, expy Z), u~ i (Z, y)=ui (expy Z, y),
and D ( y, Z)=D( y, expy Z). Recall P # C([0, )_M_M). For fixed t, x,
and y, Eq. (2.5) is easily seen to be continuous in s for s # [0, t]. Thus,
|
t
0
B(s, t, x, y) ds=(P V Ak)(t, x, y)
exists for all t>0 and x, y # M. If P is C r in the first spatial variable with
derivatives in C([0, )_M_M), then
(D+x(P V Ak))(t, x, y)=|
t
0
(D+x B)(s, t, x, y) ds
is seen to exist and to be continuous for t>0, x, y # M, since D+xB is con-
tinuous as a function in s for s # [0, t], as also follows from Eq. (2.5).
Now suppose P(t, x, y) is C r in the second spatial variables with
derivatives in C([0, )_M_M). In a sufficiently small neighborhood U
of y, we find a geodesic frame based at y (see [DoC]). We identify the
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tangent spaces over U by this frame. Then we can view B as being defined
by an integral over a fixed vector space:
B(s, t, x, y)= :
k
i=0
si |
Rn
P (t&s, x, - s Z) \ 12?+
n2
_e&|Z|22u~ i (- s Z, y) ’(s |Z| 2) D ( y, - s Z) dZ.
Note that P depends on y, as y is the basepoint from which we are apply-
ing the exponential map to - s Z. By our assumptions on P, this is also
seen to be C r in the y-variables, and the resulting derivatives are con-
tinuous in s for s # [0, t]. Thus, P V Ak is C r in the second spatial variables
as well, with derivatives in C((0, )_M_M). Now suppose P is at least
C2 in the second set of spatial variables with derivatives in
C([0, )_M_M). Let
D(s, t, x, y)=B(t&s, s, x, y)=|
M
P(s, x, z) Ak (t&s, z, y) dz.
Note (P V Ak)(t, x, y)= t0 D(s, t, x, y) ds by a change of variables.
D(s, t, x, y) is C2 in the y-variables with derivatives continuous in s for
s # [0, t] since B has this property. Now,
\ t D+ (s, t, x, y)=\\

t
&
1
2
2y+ D+ (s, t, x, y)+12 (2yD)(s, t, x, y)
=|
M
P(s, x, z) Lk (t&s, z, y) dz+
1
2
(2yD)(s, t, x, y)
Both of these expressions are continuous in s for s # [0, t] if x and y are
fixed. Hence, Dt(s, t, x, y) is C 1 in t, with derivative continuous in s for
s # [0, t] if x and y are fixed. Thus, (P V Ak)(t, x, y)= t0 D(s, t, x, y) ds is
C1 in t. Finally, note D(t, t, x, y)=P(t, x, y). Therefore,
\ t&
1
2
2y+ (P V Ak)= t |
t
0
D(s, t, x, y) ds&|
t
0
1
2
(2yD)(s, t, x, y) ds
=D(t, t, x, y)+|
t
0 \\

t
&
1
2
2y+ D+ (s, t, x, y) ds
=P(t, x, y)+(P V Lk)(t, x, y). K
We can now produce the heat kernel from the parametrix.
Theorem 2.6. For k>2+n2, Ak (t, x, y)&(Qk V Ak)(t, x, y) is inde-
pendent of k and is the heat kernel.
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Proof. Let W(t, x, y)=Ak (t, x, y)&(Qk V Ak)(t, x, y). By our assump-
tion on k, Qk V Ak is C2 in the spatial variables and C1 in t, since Qk has
sufficient smoothness (Proposition 2.4) to apply the previous proposition.
Thus, W has the smoothness required of the heat kernel. Again applying
the last proposition yields
\ t&
1
2
2y+ (Qk V Ak)=Qk+Qk V Lk .
Recalling that
Qk= :

l=1
(&1) l+1 (Lk) V l,
we see that, as an easy consequence of Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence
Theorem,
Qk V Lk = & :

l=2
(&1) l+1 (Lk) V l
=Lk&Qk .
Therefore,
Qk+Qk V Lk=Lk ,
and
\ t&
1
2
2y+ W=0.
Now, let f be a continuous function on M. Then
lim
t a 0 |M W(t, x, y) f ( y) dy
=lim
t a 0 |M Ak (t, x, y) f ( y) dy&limt a 0 |M (Qk V Ak)(t, x, y) f ( y) dy.
The first limit on the right hand side is just f (x) since Ak is a parametrix.
From Proposition 2.4, Vk=Qk tk&n2 # C([0, )_M_M). Thus,
|Qk V Ak | (t, x, y)tk&n2 } |
t
0
ds |
M
Vk (t&s, x, z) Ak (s, z, y) dy }
which tends to 0 uniformly in x and y as t a 0. Hence, E(t, x, y)=
Ak (t, x, y)&(Qk V Ak)(t, x, y) if k>2+n2. By the uniqueness of the heat
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kernel, this must be independent of k for k>2+n2. Finally,
Ak # C ((0, )_M_M), while Qk V Ak # C [k&n2] ((0, )_M_M) by
Propositions 2.4 and 2.5. Since k can be arbitrarily large, this yields
E(t, x, y) # C ((0, )_M_M). This completes the proof. K
Remark 2.1. It follows that E(t, x, y)=E(t, y, x) since the Laplacian is
self-adjoint.
Our desired estimates follow quickly from this representation of the heat
kernel.
Theorem 2.7. Let m # M be fixed, and let K=;$ (m) be the Riemannian
ball of radius $ centered at m, where $ is chosen to be less than the injectivity
radius of the manifold. Let D+x be a differential operator of order |+| defined
and smooth on a neighborhood of K. For k>|+|+n2 and 0<t1, we have
supx # K, y # M |(D+x(E&Ak))(t, x, y)|C(D
+
x , K) t
k&|+| &n2.
Proof. We have
(E&Ak)(t, x, y)=|
t
0
ds |
M
Qk (t&s, x, z) Ak (s, z, y) dz.
From Proposition 2.4, we have
Q k (t, x, y)=
(D+xQk)(t, x, z)
tk&|+|&n2
is continuous and uniformly bounded as t a 0. Keeping in mind that
0<st1, and so t&st1, we find
(D+x(E&Ak))(t, x, y)=t
k&|+| &n2 |
t
0
ds |
M
Q k (t&s, x, z) Ak (s, z, y) dz
converges, and the double integral is uniformly bounded for x # K. This
completes the proof. K
Corollary 2.8. Let G be a compact Lie group, and let : be a right
invariant differential operator on G that is homogeneous of order |:|. Then,
|(:(E&Ak))(t, x, y)|C(:) tk&|:|&n2
for all x, y # G and 0<t1.
Proof. This follows immediately from the last theorem, noting that : is
defined and smooth on all of G. K
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Recall that the cut-off function ’ is part of the data used to construct the
parametrix Ak . We will exploit this fact in the next theorem, which we will
need to address the L p convergence in Theorems 1.3 and 1.6. Again, M
represents a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary.
Theorem 2.9. Let 0<a<1 be given, and let D+x be a differential
operator defined and smooth on a neighborhood of y # M. Then there exists
a parametrix Ak and a constant C such that for k>|+|+n2 and 0<t1,
|(D+x(E&Ak))(t, x, y)|Ct
k&|+|&n2e&ar2(x, y)2t
for all x in a ball of fixed positive radius about y.
Proof. Choose any c such that a<c<1. We can find a $>0 such that
r(expy X, expy Z)c|X&Z| for every |X|<$ and |Z|<$. We assume that
$ is chosen small enough so that exp is a diffeomorphism on this ball. We
will consider x to lie within the ball of radius $ centered at y.
Next, we require that the cut-off function ’ used to construct Ak be 0
outside of (&$2, $2). Here we have, as usual, chosen k>|+|+n2. Also,
we choose *<1 such that c*>a and write x=expy X and z=expy Z.
Then,
|(D+x(E&Ak))(t, x, y)|
=|(D+x(Qk V Ak))(t, x, y)|
|
t
0
ds |
M
|(D+xQk)(t&s, x, z)| |Ak (x, z, y)| dz
 :
k
i=0
|
t
0
si ds |
M
C1 (t&s)k&|+|&n2 e&*r
2(x, z)2(t&s) \ 12?s+
n2
_e&*r2(z, y)2s’(r2 (z, y)) |ui (z, y)| dz
C2 tk&|+|&n2 |
t
0
ds |
M
’(r2 (z, y)) \ 12?s+
n2
_e&*r2(x, z)2(t&s)e&*r2(z, y)2s dz,
since 0<st1, and ui is bounded over the support of ’ for every i.
Utilizing now exponential normal coordinates at y, we bound this last
equation by
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C3 tk&|+| &n2 |
t
0
ds |
Ty M \
1
2?s+
n2
e&*r2(x, exp y Z)2(t&s)e&* |Z|22s dZ
C3 tk&|+| &n2 |
t
0
ds |
TyM \
1
2?s+
n2
_e&c* |X&Z|22(t&s)e&* |Z|22s dZ
C3 tk&|+| &n2 |
t
0
ds |
TyM \
1
2?s+
n2
_e&c* |X&Z|22(t&s)e&c* |Z|22se&(*&c*) |Z|22s dZ
C3 tk&|+| &n2e&c* |X|
22t |
t
0
ds |
Ty M \
1
2?s+
n2
e&(*&c*) |Z|22s dZ
=C3 tk&|+| &n2e&c*r
2(x, y)2t |
t
0
ds |
TyM \
1
2?+
n2
e&(*&c*) |Z|22 dZ
=C4 tk&|+| &n2+1e&c*r
2(x, y)2t
C4 tk&|+| &n2e&ar
2(x, y)2t
since 0<t1. This completes the proof. K
3. THE DERIVATIVES X(M)
In this section we will express certain right invariant derivatives of func-
tions on compact Lie groups of the form f (exp(- t Y)) as certain constant
coefficient derivatives that will depend on t. Let G be a compact Lie group
with Lie algebra g, and let [Xi]di=1 be a basis of g. We think of each Xi as
a first order right invariant differential operator on functions defined on G.
We first recall the relevant theory of Taylor series on a general Lie
group. A proof of Theorem 3.1 may be found in Helgason [He].
For an ordered d-tuple M=(m1 , ..., mn) of nonnegative integers, we let
m=m1+ } } } +md and expand the formal polynomial
m1 ! m2 ! } } } md !
m !
(s1 X1+ } } } +sdXd)m.
We let X(M) be the coefficient of the term sm11 } } } s
md
d , which we again view
as the corresponding right invariant differential operator on functions on
G. We can explicitly describe X(M) in the following manner. Define
Vj=X1 for 1 jm1 and Vm1+ } } } +mk+ j=Xk+1 for 1 jmk+1 ,
1kd&1. Then
X(M)=
1
m !
:
(i1, ..., id )
Vi1V i2 } } } Vid ,
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where the sum is over all permutations (i1 , ..., id) of (1, 2, ..., n). Define
X(s)=s1X1+ } } } +sdXd . We then have the following result:
Theorem 3.1. Let f be a function defined and analytic on a neighborhood
of x # G. Then
(X(M) f )(x)=
m
sm11 } } } s
md
d }0 f (exp(X(s)) x).
Proof. See Helgason [He]. K
Remark 3.1. B. Hall [Ha] has shown that the heat kernel on a com-
pact, connected Lie group has an analytic continuation to the complexifica-
tion of the group. From this result, it is immediate that the heat kernel is
an analytic function. Moreover, it is known that the heat kernel on GK,
for some closed subgroup K of G, is given by
\$t (x)=|
K
\t (xk) dk,
where dk is Haar measure on K and we are viewing \$t as a right
K-invariant function on G (see [Gr2]). It therefore follows that the heat
kernel on GK is also analytic.
We next recall the well-known BakerCampbellHausdorff Formula
expressing the group multiplication in terms of the Lie algebra. The proof
may be found in Varadarajan [V].
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a Lie group, g its Lie algebra. Then there exists
a constant $>0 and polynomial maps cn of degree n from g_g into g such
that for X, Y # g with |X| and |Y|<$, the series n=1 cn (X, Y)=C(X, Y)
converges absolutely. Furthermore, the function C is analytic on this domain,
and
exp(X) exp(Y)=exp(C(X, Y))
for all such X and Y. Finally, each of the maps cn is homogeneous of degree
n and can be expressed as a linear combination of sums and differences of
brackets of X and Y, with c1 (X, Y)=X+Y.
We now have the tools to prove the main results of this section.
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a real Lie group, g its Lie algebra. Let g have
a real inner product, and let [Xi]di=1 be an orthonormal basis of g. Let
(x1 , ..., xd) be the coordinates on a neighborhood of the identity given by
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(x1 , ..., xd) W exp(- t(x1 X1+ } } } +xdXd)). Suppose f is a function defined
and analytic on G. Let X(M) be as defined above, and let F(x1 , ..., xd)=
f (exp - t(x1X1+ } } } +xdXd)); that is, F is the function f evaluated in our
specified coordinates. Set 0<t1. Then there exists a constant b>0 such
that for every Y= y1X1+ } } } + ydXd # g with |Y |b- t,
(tm2X(M) f )(exp - t Y)
=\ 
m
xm11 } } } x
md
d
F+ ( y1 , ..., yd)+- t(L(M) F )( y1 , ..., yd)
where L(M) is a differential operator of degree m in the variables xi .
Furthermore, if R=(r1 , ..., rd) is a d-tuple, we write
L(M)= :
r1+ } } } +rdm
L(R, t, X)
m
xr11 } } } x
rd
d
.
Then the coefficients L(R, t, X) satisfy
|L(R, t, X)|C1 (R)+C2 (R) |X|
for some constants C1 (R) and C2 (R) when |X|b- t.
Proof. We will be choosing b<$, where $ is the constant from the
BakerCampbellHausdorff Formula. So, for now, we just assume that
|Y |b- t is fixed, where b is some fixed constant less than $. Then from
Corollary 3.1, we know that
(tm2X(M) f )(exp - t Y )
=tm2
m
sm11 } } } s
md
d } s=0 ( f (exp X(s) exp - t Y )),
where X(s)=s1X1+ } } } +sdXd . We are taking the s derivatives at 0, so we
may assume that the s variables are as small as necessary in what follows.
From the BakerCampbellHausdorff Formula, we write
exp X(s) exp - t Y=exp \X(s)+- t Y+ :

n=2
cn (X(s), - t Y )+ ,
where the series converges absolutely since b<$. We now let ui=(1- t) si ,
and note that X(s)=- t X(u). We thus have
exp X(s) exp - t Y=exp \- t X(u)+- t Y+ :

n=2
cn (- t X(u), - t Y )+ .
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Recall that each cn (- t X(u), - t Y ) is homogeneous of degree n and can be
written as a linear combination of brackets of - t X(u) and - t Y. We will
factor a - t from every - t X(u) term from each bracket in cn . Since each
one of these multiple bracket terms will have at least one - t X(u), we will
be factoring at least one - t from each term in the series. Thus,
exp X(s) exp - t Y=exp(- t X(u)+- t Y+- t A(t, u, Y)),
where A(t, u, Y ) is analytic in - t, u, and Y. In fact, setting Z=- t Y, we
see that A(t, u, Z) is also analytic in - t, u, and Z. Furthermore, there is
no term in the series A independent of either u or Z.
Next note that si=(1- t)(ui), and so (msm11 } } } smdd )| s=0=
t&m2 (mum11 } } } u
md
d )|u=0 . Thus,
tm2 (X(M) f )(exp - t Y )
=
m
um11 } } } u
md
d } u=0 f (exp(- t(X(u)+Y+A(t, u, Y )))).
Now, in our specified coordinates we have
xi=ui+ yi+ gi (t, u, Y ),
where each gi is analytic in - t, u, and Y. So, x j ui=$ij+gj u i . Note
Z=- t Y satisfies |Z|b<$ and in fact, gi is an analytic function of - t,
u, and Z since A is analytic in - t, u, and Z. Furthermore, gi (t, 0, 0)=0.
We can, by decreasing b if necessary, guarantee that the Jacobian transfor-
mation between the u and x variables is nonzero for all 0<t1, |Z|b,
and u sufficiently small (which we can always assume). In this instance, the
Inverse Function Theorem applies and yields the x-variables as good coor-
dinates. We see that all derivatives of the functions gi with respect to the
u-variables are uniformly bounded for small u and our allowed range of Z.
We then have

ui
=

x i
+ :
d
j=1
gj
ui

x j
where each of the functions gj ui is smooth in the x variables as well.
Thus, composing these differential operators we have
m
um11 } } } u
md
d } u=0 =
m
xm11 } } } x
md
d }x=( y1, ..., yd ) +L$(M)
where L$(M) is a differential operator in the xi variables of degree m that
is also evaluated at x=( y1 , ..., yd). Inductively, the coefficients L$(R, t, X)
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for a d-tuple R can be written as a finite sum of terms which are each the
product of various derivatives of the functions gi with respect to the u
variables. For example,
2
ui u j
=

uj \

x i
+ :
d
k=1
gk
ui

xi+
=

uj

x i
+ :
d
k=1
2gk
ui u j

xk
+ :
d
k=1
gk
u i

uj

xk
.
Clearly any term of the form (uj)(xk) can be written in the desired
form, which illustrates that the same can be done for the above derivative.
Now, any derivative of one of the functions gi with respect to the u
variables is bounded for 0t1, |Z|b, and u sufficiently small. Thus,
these derivatives are also bounded for 0t1, |Y |b- t, and u suf-
ficiently small. Recall that each gi is analytic in - t, Z, and u. Thus, factor-
ing out a - t from some derivative of gi with respect to the u-variables
results in at most one Z term in the series growing like Y. From here it can
be seen that the coefficients in L(M)=(1- t) L$(M) satisfy the desired
growth properties. This completes the proof. K
We will need a slight variation of this theorem to prove Theorems 1.5
and 1.6.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a real Lie group, g its Lie algebra. Let g have
a real inner product, and let k be a Lie subalgebra of g with orthogonal com-
plement k=. Let [Xi]di=1 be an orthonormal basis of g such that X1 , ..., Xk
form an orthonormal basis of k=. Let (x1 , ..., xd) be the coordinates on a
neighborhood of the identity given by (x1 , ..., xd) W exp(- t(x1X1+ } } } +
xk Xk)) exp(- t(xk+1 Xk+1+ } } } +xdXd)). Let X(M) be as defined above,
and let f be a smooth function on G. Let F(x1 , ..., xd)=f (exp(- t(x1X1+ } } }
+xkXk)) exp(- t(xk+1Xk+1+ } } } +xdXd))); that is, F is the function f
evaluated in our specified coordinates. Then there exists a constant b>0 such
that for every Y # k= with Y= y1 X1+ } } } + ykXk and |Y |b- t, we have
(tm2X(M) f )(exp - t Y)=\ 
m
xm11 } } } x
md
d
F+ ( y1 , ..., yk , 0, ..., 0)
+- t(L(M) F )( y1 , ..., yk , 0, ..., 0)
where L(M) is a differential operator of degree m in the variables xi .
Furthermore, if R=(r1 , ..., rd) is a d-tuple, we write
L(M)= :
r1+ } } } +rdm
L(R, t, X)
m
xr11 } } } x
rd
d
.
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Then the coefficients L(R, t, X) satisfy
|L(R, t, X)|C1 (R)+C2 (R) |X|
for some constants C1 (R) and C2 (R) when |X|b- t.
Proof. We choose b<$ as before, and choose it as small as necessary
to guarantee that Y lies within a valid range of our specified coordinate
system. Now,
exp X(s) exp - t Y=exp K(s, t, Y ) exp N(s, t, Y ),
K # k=, N # k, (3.1)
has a unique solution (requiring K and N to lie close to the identity) for
s small. Furthermore, K and N are analytic in s, - t, and Y. Clearly both
K(0, 0, Y ) and N(0, 0, Y) are 0, while K(0, t, Y)=- t Y and N(0, t, Y)=0.
Therefore, thinking of Y as fixed and viewing K and N as power series in
s and - t, we see that
K(s, t, Y )=s1V1+ } } } +skVk+- t Y+A(s, t, Y )
N(s, t, Y )=sk+1Vk+1+ } } } +sd Vd+B(s, t, Y),
for some Vi # k=, 1ik, Vi # k, k+1id, and power series A and B
each of whose terms is divisible by s - t. Note also that A and B are
required to lie in k= and k, respectively. Expanding both sides of Eq. (3.1)
by the BakerCampbellHausdorff formula and realizing that the two
expansions must be equal for s and b chosen small enough, we find, upon
equating coefficients of power series, that
K(s, t, Y )=s1X1+ } } } +skXk+- t Y+A(s, t, Y )
N(s, t, Y )=sk+1Xk+1+ } } } +sd Xd+B(s, t, Y).
We now make the substitution ui=(1- t) si , and the rest of the proof
proceeds as in Theorem 3.3. K
4. GLOBAL BOUNDS ON HERMITE FUNCTIONS
The Hermite functions on compact, connected Lie groups and
homogeneous spaces are smooth functions on these manifolds for fixed t.
Thus, we can bound these functions by constants that depend only on t. In
this section we will show that the t dependence of the bound behaves like
t&m, where m is the order of the Hermite function.
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This bound follows from a result due to Stroock and Turetsky [St-T2].
Their work concerns the short time behavior of logarithmic derivatives of
the heat kernel on general compact Riemannian manifolds. The behavior of
logarithmic derivatives of heat kernels as become an active area of research
recently, mostly through the use of probabilistic techniques. Along these
lines, we mention the papers by Sheu [Sh], Malliavin and Stroock [M-S],
and Stroock and Turetsky [St-T2] and [St-T1].
As usual, let M be a compact, connected Riemannian manifold, and let
O(M) denote the bundle of orthonormal frames e over M; see, for example,
[B-C] or [K-N]. Let _: O(M)  M be the usual projection, taking an
orthonormal frame e to the point in M over which it resides. Suppose
_(e)=x. Identify an orthonormal frame e with the isometry
v # Rn  ev # TxM
which maps v to the element of TxM whose coordinates in the frame e are
given by v.
For each e # O(M), we use the connection to determine the horizontal
subspace HeO(M) of TeO(M), and we let F(v)e denote the horizontal lift
of ev. Therefore, if f # C (M), we have F(v)e ( f b _)=(ev) f.
Now suppose v1, ..., vd # Rn. Let V=(v1, ..., vd) # (Rn) d. We define
F(V)e ( f b _)=F(vd)e b } } } b F(v1)( f b _).
Finally, we extend the standard inner product on Rn to (Rn) d in the usual
way, yielding a norm & }& on (Rn) d. As before, we let E(t, x, y) denote the
heat kernel on M. Then we can state Stroock and Turetsky’s result from
[St-T2] as follows:
Theorem 4.1. For t # (0, 1], we have
}F(V)e E(t, _( } ), y)E(t, _(e), y) }
C &V&
td
for some fixed constant C.
For a proof, see [St-T2].
This result implies similar bounds concerning derivatives of the heat
kernel on M, as opposed to derivatives of its lift to a function on O(M).
In particular, we immediately obtain the following bound for the Hermite
functions we consider. As before, [Xi]ni=1 is a fixed orthonormal basis of
g, the Lie algebra of the compact connected Lie group G, which is
equipped with a bi-invariant Riemannian metric.
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Theorem 4.2. Let : # T be a tensor homogeneous of order |:|, and let :~
be the associated right invariant differential operator on G. Then for
0<t1, the Hermite function K:~ ( } , t) satisfies
|K:~ ( } , t)|
C$
t |:|
, (4.1)
for some fixed constant C$. If K is a closed, connected subgroup of G with
metric determined from Proposition 1.4, then Eq. (4.1) holds in this case as
well, where K:~ ( } , t) is the Hermite function corresponding to : on GK,
thought of as a right K-invariant function on G.
5. CONVERGENCE OF SCALED HERMITE FUNCTIONS
Here we present the proofs of Theorems 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6. We remind
the reader of the statements of Theorems 1.2 through 1.6, and the relevant
definitions. In what follows, G will be a compact, connected Lie group with
a prescribed Ad-invariant inner product on g, the Lie algebra of G.
Let T be the tensor algebra of g, and let I be the ideal in T generated
by the set
[!’&’!, !, ’ # g].
Observe that g is an abelian Lie group under addition. Identifying the Lie
algebra of this abelian Lie group with g in the usual manner, we see that
TI is the universal enveloping algebra of g. Recall that ;: T  S was
defined as the R-algebra extension of g % !  ! # S, where ! is the direc-
tional derivative on g in the direction !.
It will be convenient to make a choice of basis for the Lie algebra. Let
[Xi]ni=1 be some fixed orthonormal basis of g. The next lemma clarifies the
action of the map ; with this choice of basis. In what follows, ( y1 , ..., yn)
will be the coordinates on g given by ( y1 , ..., yn) W y1X1+ } } } + yn Xn .
Lemma 5.1. Let Xil be an element of the orthonormal basis for 1lm.
Then
;(Xi1  } } } Xim)=
m
y i1 } } } yim
.
Proof. For Xj an element of our fixed orthonormal basis, the direc-
tional derivative on g in the direction of Xj is yj . The result now follows
since ; is an algebra map. K
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Finally, recall that TJ is isomorphic to the algebra of right invariant dif-
ferential operators on G. Under this isomorphism, the canonical projection
T  TJ identifies each : # T with a right invariant differential operator on
G, which we have denoted by :~ .
Theorem 5.2. Let \t (x) be the heat kernel on G whose initial distribu-
tion is Dirac measure at e, the identity of G. Let K:~ (x, t) be the Hermite
function on G associated to the right invariant differential operator :~ , where
: # T is a homogeneous tensor of order |:|. Then
lim
t a 0
t |:|2K:~ (exp(- t Y), t)=H;(:) (Y, 1), Y # g,
uniformly on compact subsets of g, where H;(:) ( } , 1) is the classical Hermite
polynomial at time 1 associated to the constant coefficient differential
operator ;(:).
Proof. Since both sides of the above assertion are linear on tensor
elements homogeneous of some fixed degree, it suffices to prove the
theorem for elements of the form :=Xi1  } } } Xim , where each Xil is an
element of our fixed orthonormal basis. This will be our approach.
In the notation of the previous chapters, we have \t (x)=E(t, x, e),
where e is the identity of the group. Let V be a fixed compact subset of g.
We first consider the limit for a Hermite function on G associated to a right
invariant differential operator of the form considered in Section 3, i.e., we
examine limt a 0 tm2KX(M) (exp(- t Y), t) for some n-tuple M=(m1 , ..., mn)
with m=m1+ } } } +mn . Define +(M) to be the constant coefficient dif-
ferential operator on g given by
+(M)=
m
ym11 } } } y
mn
n
.
Choose k>m+n2, and let Ak be the parametrix for the heat kernel. We
also define
A k (t, Y)=tn2Ak (t, exp(&- t Y), e)
G (Y)=tn2G(t, exp(- t Y), e).
Note that since G possesses a bi-invariant Riemannian metric, the
Riemannian exponential map and the algebraic exponential map agree.
Therefore
A k (t, Y)=’(t |Y|2) \ 12?+
n2
e&|Y|22 :
k
i=0
Ui (Y) ti
G (Y)=\ 12?+
n2
e&|Y|22,
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where Ui (Y)=ui (exp(&- t Y), e). Moreover, for t sufficiently small, the
function ’(t|Y|2) will be identically equal to 1 on V. We now note that for
Y # V,
|tm2KX(M) (exp - t Y, t)&H+(M) (Y)|
= } t
(m+n)2 (X(M) \t)(exp(&- t Y))
tn2\t (exp - t Y)
&H+(M) (Y)}
 } t
m2(X(M) \t)(exp(&- t Y))
tn2\t (exp(- t Y))
&
tm2(X(M) A k)(t, Y)
tn2\t (exp(- t Y)) } (5.1)
+ } t
m2(X(M) A k)(t, Y)
tn2\t (exp(- t Y))
&
tm2(X(M) A k)(t, Y)
G (Y) } (5.2)
+ } t
m2(X(M) A k)(t, Y)
G (Y)
&H+(M) (Y)} , (5.3)
where we have suppressed the time parameter 1 in the Hermite polynomial
H+(M) . We handle each of these three terms individually. We first remark
that for manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature, it is well known that
E(t, x, y)G(t, x, y); this follows from an application of a Harnack
inequality (see [L-Y]). Our manifolds, with our choice of metric, are
known to satisfy this curvature condition. Thus,
tn2\t (exp(- tY))G (Y).
Now, G (Y) is clearly bounded below by a constant on V. Thus, for some
constant C1 , the first term is
C1 |t(m+n)2 (X(M)(E&Ak))(t, exp(&- t Y), e)|
C2tk&m2
on V, where the last estimate follows from an application of Corollary 2.8.
This shows that the first term tends to 0 uniformly as t a 0.
Now, we rewrite the second term as
|(tm2X(M) A k (t, Y))|
|tn2\t (exp - t Y)|
|tn2\t (exp - t Y)&G (Y)|
G (Y)
. (5.4)
We could now just note that both the denominators in this expression are
bounded below by a constant on V, but we will do a little more work to
get a better estimate which will serve us in the proof of Theorem 1.3.
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To do this, we first observe that Theorem 3.3 allows us to write
tm2X(M)=+(M)+- t L(M)
on V in the coordinates ( y1 , ..., yn) W exp(- t( y1 X1+ } } } + ynXn)) for t
small enough. Now, the left-hand fraction in Eq. (5.4) satisfies
|(tm2X(M) A k (t, Y))|
|tn2\t (exp - t Y)|

|(tm2X(M) A k (t, Y))|
|G (Y)|
. (5.5)
A k is in the coordinates specified in Theorem 3.3, and we see that any
derivative of A k will still have the Gaussian G in its expression. Note that
in the variables (z1 , ..., zn) W exp(z1X1+ } } } +znXn), we have yi=
- t(zi), and so
(D+y Ui)(Y)=(&1)
|+| t |+|2 (D+z ui)(exp(&Z), e),
where D+y is a constant coefficient differential operator in the y-variables,
while D+z is the same operator in the z-variables. Thus, any derivative of the
Ui ’s is globally bounded and of positive order in t. That is,
|(D+y Ui)(Y)|C t
|+|2 (5.6)
for some constant C , since the derivatives of the functions ui in the
z-variables are globally bounded by some fixed constant. Additionally,
provided |Y |b- t for b small enough, we see that the function ’~ (Y)=
’(t |Y |2) will be identically equal to 1, in which case any derivatives placed
on ’ result in 0.
As far as the right-hand side of Eq. (5.5) is concerned, we see that, upon
taking derivatives, the Gaussians will cancel in the numerator and in the
denominator. Therefore,
|(tm2X(M) A k)(t, Y)|
|G (Y)|
is a linear combination of terms which are at most of polynomial growth
order and are of nonnegative order in - t. This is the fact that we will
recall in the proof of Theorem 1.3. For the proof of this theorem, note that
this is certainly bounded on V; i.e.,
|(tm2X(M) A k)(t, Y)|
|G (Y)|
C3
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for t # (0, 1]. Now,
|tn2\t (exp - t Y)&G (Y)||tn2\t (exp - t Y)&tn2Ak (t, exp(- t Y), e)|
+|tn2Ak (t, exp(- t Y), e)&G (Y)|
tn2 |(E&Ak)(t, exp(- t Y), e)|
+\ 12?+
n2
e&|Y |22 |1&u0 (exp(- t Y), e)|
+\ 12?+
n2
e&|Y |22 :
k
i=1
|ui (exp(- t Y), e)| t i.
The first term here is C4 tk by an application of Corollary 2.8, while the
last term is C5 t on V. Also, since u0 (e, e)=1 and u0 is smooth, we know
that |1&u0 (exp - t Y, e)| converges uniformly to 0 for Y # V as t a 0 (in
fact, |1&u0 (exp - t Y, e)|C$t on V since the metric is Euclidean to
second order). Noting that G is bounded below on V is now enough to
establish that Eq. (5.2) is uniformly small on V as t a 0.
Finally, we have the third term, Eq. (5.3). Now,
(tm2X(M) A k)(t, Y)=(&1)m (+(M)+- t L(M)) A k (t, &Y).
We again note that any derivative of A k (t, &Y) will have a Gaussian in
every term. Furthermore, if not every derivative is placed on the Gaussian
(and so at least one derivative of a function Ui (&Y) has been taken),
the resulting term will be bounded by a constant times - t on V from a
consideration of Eq. (5.6). Thus,
sup
Y # V }
(tm2X(M) A k)(t, Y)
G (Y)
&H+(M) (Y, 1) } 0
since (&1)m (+(M) G )(Y)=H+(M) (Y, 1) G (Y) and U0 converges uniformly
to 1 on V as t a 0. All the remaining terms are multiplied by some positive
power of t.
We have now identified the limit for Hermite functions corresponding to
right invariant derivatives of the form X(M). In particular, this gives the
desired result for all : # T homogeneous of order 0 or 1. Suppose induc-
tively that we knew the result held for all tensor monomials of degree
m&1, and let :=Xi1  } } } _Xim . Clearly :~ =Xi1 } } } Xim , where each Xil
is viewed as a right invariant differential operator on G. Consider the ele-
ment X(M) formed from Xi1 , ..., Xim . In any term of the sum comprising
X(M), interchanging any two right invariant derivatives results in adding
a term involving their Lie bracket, and so this additional term corresponds
to a tensor monomial of one lower degree. Since we are scaling the Hermite
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function by a factor of tm2, our inductive hypothesis shows that these lower
order terms do not affect the limit. Therefore, rearranging the order of the
basis elements in each term of X(M) to that given by a monomial :, we
obtain the same limit for the Hermite function corresponding to :~ . But the
Hermite function that we obtain as the limit is precisely the Hermite func-
tion corresponding to ;(:), as shown by Lemma 5.1. This completes the
proof. K
Theorem 5.3. Let \t (x) be the heat kernel on G whose initial distribu-
tion is Dirac measure at e, the identity of G. Let K:~ (x, t) be the Hermite
function on G associated to :, where : is a tensor homogeneous of order |:|.
Let d+(Y)=(12?)n2 e&|Y |22 dY be the usual Gaussian probability measure
on g. Then
lim
t a 0
t |:|2K: (exp(- t Y), t)=H;(:) (Y, 1), Y # g
in L p (g, +) for every 1p<.
Proof. Fix 1p<. We again prove this theorem by first identifying
the limit for Hermite functions corresponding to right invariant derivatives
of the form X(M) for some n-tuple M. We keep the same notation as in the
proof of the previous theorem. Recalling Theorem 3.3, we let b be a con-
stant small enough to guarantee the applicability of that result. If
necessary, we shrink b so that the function ’(t |Y | 2) is identically equal to
1 as long as |Y |b- t. We then write
&tm2KX(M) (exp(- t Y))&H+(M) (Y, 1)& pp (5.7)
=|
B(t)
|tm2KX(M) (exp(- t Y))&H+(M) (Y, 1)| p d+(Y) (5.8)
+|
g"B(t)
|tm2KX(M) (exp(- t Y))&H+(M) (Y, 1)| p d+(Y), (5.9)
where B(t) is the ball centered at 0 of radius b- t. The easier of these
terms to handle is the second, which we take care of now. For this term we
have
|
g"B(t)
|tm2KX(M) (exp(- t Y))&H+(M) (Y, 1)| p d+(Y)
|
g"B(t)
( |tm2KX(M) (exp(- t Y))|+|H+(M) (Y, 1)| ) p d+(Y).
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Theorem 4.1 allows us to bound the Hermite function:
|tm2KX(M) (exp(- t Y))|
C(M)
tm2
.
Since we have Gaussian decay in the measure and we are integrating over
g"B(t), we thus see that this term will go to 0 as t a 0.
We are therefore left with examining the first term, Eq. (5.7), and
its behavior as t a 0. We need to show that the L p norm of
tm2KX(M) (exp(- t Y))&H;(:) (Y, 1), viewed as a function on B(t), goes to
0 as t a 0. To do this, we again consider the three terms utilized in the proof
of the preceding theorem, Eqs. (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3). We apply
Minkowski’s inequality to obtain
&tm2K: (exp(- t Y)&Y;(:) (Y, 1))&p, B(t)
"t
(m+n)2 (X(M) \t)(exp(&- t Y))
tn2\t (exp(- t Y))
&
tm2(X(M) A k)(t, Y)
tn2\t (exp(- t Y)) "p, ;(t)
(5.10)
+"t
m2(X(M) A k)(t, Y)
tn2\t (exp(- t Y))
&
tm2(X(M) A k)(t, Y)
tn2G (t, Y) "p, B(t) (5.11)
+"t
m2(X(M) A k)(t, Y)
tn2G (Y)
&H+(M) (Y, 1)"p, B(t) , (5.12)
where the subscript p, B(t) refers to the L p norm over B(t). We show that
each of these three terms goes to 0 as t a 0. For now we do not specify how
large k is to be chosen. For the first term, we make use of Theorem 2.9 and
the fact that the denominator is G (Y) to bound
} t
(m+n)2 (X(M) \t)(exp(&- t Y))
tn2\t (exp(- t Y))
&
tm2(X(M) A k)(t, Y)
tn2\t (exp - t Y) }

|t(m+n)2 (X(M)(E&Ak))(t, exp(&- t Y), e)|
G (Y)
C1 tk&m2e(1&a) |Y |
22.
Here we can choose a as close to 1, but less than 1, as we like (in so doing,
we may have to shrink b, which we do as necessary to guarantee that we
can apply Theorem 2.9). Raising this to the p th power and multiplying by
the Gaussian density from d+ gives us a bound of the form
C2 tk&m2 \|B(t) e( p(1&a)&1) |Y |
22 dY+
1p
.
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We now make sure that we choose a close enough to 1 so that
p(1&a)&1& 12 . Making this choice and observing that the integral of
e&|Y |24 is finite over all of g=Rn, we have a bound of the form
C3tk&m2,
which goes to 0 as t a 0 if k is chosen large enough.
We next consider the second term:
\|B(t) }
tm2(X(M) A k)(t, Y)
tn2\t (exp - t Y)
&
tm2(X(M) A k)(t, Y)
tn2G (Y) }
p
d+(Y)+
1p
.
(5.13)
As in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we again rewrite the absolute value as
|(tm2X(M) A k (t, Y))|
|tn2\t (exp - t Y)|
|tn2\t (exp - t Y)&G (Y)|
G (Y)
. (5.14)
We remember that
tm2X(M)=+(M)+- t L(M)
on B(t) in the coordinates ( y1 , ..., yn) W exp(- t( y1X1+ } } } + ynXn)). In
the proof of the previous theorem, we showed that the left-hand fraction in
Eq. (5.14) is a linear combination of terms which are at most of polynomial
growth order and of nonnegative order in - t. Thus, for 0<t1, we can
uniformly bound this term by some function f (Y) of polynomial growth.
We now examine the right hand term in the fraction from Eq. (5.14). As in
Theorem 1.2, we begin by writing
|tn2\t (exp - t Y)&G (Y)|
|tn2\t (exp - t Y)&tn2Ak (t, exp(- t Y), e)|
+|tn2Ak (t, exp(- t Y), e)&G (Y)|
tn2 |(E&Ak)(t, exp(- t Y), e)|
+\ 12?+
n2
e&|Y|22 |1&u0 (exp(- t Y), e)|
+\ 12?+
n2
e&|Y|22 :
k
i=1
|ui (exp(- t Y), e)| ti.
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Again, using Theorem 2.9, we can now see that
|tn2\t (exp - t Y)&G (Y)|
G (Y)
C1 tke(1&a) |Y|
22
+|1&u0 (exp(- t Y), e)|
+ :
k
i=1
|ui (exp(- t Y), e)| ti.
Note that the second term in this equation is bounded by some constant
C(b) which goes to 0 as b tends to 0. We can then bound Eq. (5.13) by an
expression of the form
\|B(t) | f (Y)| p |C1tke(1&a) |Y|
22+C(b)+C2 t| p d+(Y)+
1p
.
Now, by our choice of a and Minkowski’s inequality,
\|B(t) | f (Y)| p |C1 tke(1&a) |Y|
22+C(b)+C2 t| p d+(Y)+
1p
C1 tk \|B(t) | f (Y)| p e&|Y|
24 dY+
1p
+C(b) \|B(t) | f (Y)| p d+(Y)+
1p
+C2 t \|B(t) | f (Y)| p d+(Y)+
1p
.
We therefore have a bound on the second term, Eq. (5.13), of the form
C (b)+C3 t for some constants C (b) and C3 . Furthermore, note that C (b)
tends to 0 as b a 0.
We move on to the final term, originating from Eq. (5.3). We have
\|B(t) }
(tm2X(M) A k)(t, Y)
G (Y)
&H+(M) (Y, 1)}
p
d+(Y)+
1p
C4 - t. (5.15)
This is seen by realizing tm2X(M) as the differential operator
+(M)+- t L(M) on B(t) and noting that the G (Y) will cancel the
Gaussian in every term of the derivative of A k . The argument is similar to
that used in the proof of Theorem 1.2, although some of the remaining
expressions (with positive powers of t removed) will grow over B(t) as t a 0.
However, this growth is polynomial, and we can bound the resulting
integrals over B(t) by integrals of polynomial, and we can bound the
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resulting integrals over B(t) by integrals of polynomial growth functions
over all of g=Rn, which are finite since we are using a Gaussian measure.
Therefore, every remaining term will have at least a factor of - t left over,
which results in the - t in Eq. (5.15).
Considering all of our estimates, we have really shown that
lim sup
t a 0
&tm2X(M) KX(M) (exp(- t Y), t)&H+(M) (Y, 1)&pC$(b),
for some constant C$(b) which tends to 0 as b a 0. Letting b a 0 establishes
H+(M) ( } , 1) as our L p-limit. The same arguments given at the end of the
previous theorem complete the proof. K
We keep the same hypotheses on G for the last two theorems. In par-
ticular, G is compact connected with a prescribed Ad-invariant inner
product on g. Now let K be a closed, connected subgroup of G with Lie
algebra k. Let k= be the orthogonal complement of k in g, and let GK be
the homogeneous space of left cosets, i.e., GK=[gK | g # G] as a set, with
J: G  GK the canonical projection. We equip GK with the metric deter-
mined in Proposition 1.4.
Consider the coordinates on a neighborhood of e # G given by
( y1 , ..., yn) W exp( y1 X1 + } } } + yk Xk) exp( yk+1 Xk+1 + } } } + yn Xn). In
these coordinates, right K-invariant functions on G are those functions
independent of yk+1 , ..., yn . We identify TeK (GK) with k= by the use of
Proposition 1.4. Also, note that by our choice of metric, the Riemannian
exponential map of GK on TeK (GK) may be viewed as the Lie group
exponential map of G restricted to k=.
Let \$t be the right K-invariant function on G which projects to the heat
kernel on GK whose initial distribution is Dirac measure at eK. We
defined the Hermite functions on GK as follows.
Definition 5.1. The Hermite function on GK associated to the right
invariant differential operator :~ and time t, denoted K$:~ (g, t), is given by
K$:~ (g, t)=
(:~ \$t)(g)
\$t (g)
.
Let kT be the right ideal in T generated by k, and let I+kT be the linear
sum of I and kT. We defined ;$ to be the canonical projection from
T  T(I+kT ). Let T(k=) be the tensor algebra of the vector space k=, and
let I(k=) be the two-sided ideal of T(k=) generated by the elements
[!’&’! | !, ’ # k=].
We now present a few lemmas which enable us to view ;$ as a map from
T to the algebra of constant coefficient differential operators on k=.
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Lemma 5.4. The subspace I+kT is a two-sided ideal in T. Moreover, the
quotient space T(I+kT) is isomorphic to T(k=)I(k=).
Proof. Clearly I+kT is a right ideal in T. To show that I+kT is also
a left ideal, it is sufficient to show ukv # I+kT for u=!1  } } } !r ,
k # k, and v # T. But
ukv=!1  } } } !r&1 k!r v+!1  } } }
 (!r k&k!r)v.
The second term on the right hand side is in I. Continuing in this manner,
we can keep moving the element k to the left, each time producing another
term in I. When k has been moved all the way to the left, we see that the
resulting expression lies in I+kT.
We define a map %: T(k=)I(k=)  T(I+kT ) by %(:+I(k=))=
:+(I+kT ). It is easily seen that % is well-defined. Moreover,
%(:+I(k=))=0 implies : # I since : # T(k=). But then : is a linear combina-
tion of elements of the form u1  } } } ur  (!’&’!)v1  } } } vs ,
where ui , !, ’, vj # g. Using multilinearity of the tensor product, we can
assume that every term of the above form has every factor coming from
either k or k=. Again using the fact that : # T(k=), this clearly implies that
: # I(k=). Hence, % is injective.
Repeating the argument that showed I+kT to be a two-sided ideal in T,
it is clear that every element of T(I+kT) contains a representative coming
from T(k=). Therefore, % is surjective.
Finally, the definition of % indicates that the map preserves sums and
products, which completes the proof. K
The map k= % !  ;$(!), where ;$(!) is the directional derivative on k= in
the direction of !, extends to an R-algebra map from T(k=) to the algebra
of real constant coefficient differential operators on k=. Moreover, this map
vanishes on I(k=), and so factors through T(k=)I(k=). The induced map
from T(k=)I(k=) to the algebra of constant coefficient differential operators
on k= is known to be an R-algebra isomorphism. Utilizing this
isomorphism and the one described in the previous lemma, we can view the
canonical projection ;$: T  T(I+kT ) as a map from T to the algebra of
constant coefficient differential operators on k=. To clarify the action of this
map ;$, we offer the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Let [X1 , ..., Xl] be an orthonormal basis of k= extended to
an orthonormal basis [X1 , ..., Xl , ..., Xn] of g. If :=Xi1  } } } Xim , then
;$(:)=
m
y i1 } } } yim
provided ij # [1, ..., l] for each j, and is 0 otherwise.
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Proof. If ij # [l+1, ..., n] for any j, then :+(I+kT )=0, and so
;$(:)=0. If ij # [1, ..., l] for each j, then :+(I+kT ) is identified with
:+T(k=)I(k=), which is further identified with the desired differential
operator. This completes the proof. K
Theorem 5.6. Let : # T be homogeneous. Then
lim
t a 0
t |:|2K$:~ (exp(- t Y), t)=(&1) |:| H;$(:) (Y, 1)
uniformly on compact subsets of k=.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.2,
where we utilize Theorem 3.4 in lieu of Theorem 3.3, and note that E and
Ak are independent of yk+1 , ..., yn in a neighborhood of the identity. Again,
the extra factor of (&1) |:| is due to the fact that the Hermite function in
Definition 5.1 is evaluated at g instead of g&1. K
Theorem 5.7. Let : # T be homogeneous. Then
lim
t a 0
t |:|2K$:~ (exp(- t Y), t)=(&1) |:| H;$(:) (Y, 1)
in L p (k=, +$) for every 1p<, where +$ is the usual Gaussian probability
measure on k= whose variance is 1.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.5,
where as above, we utilize Theorem 3.4 instead of Theorem 3.3, and note
that E and Ak are independent of yk+1 , ..., yn in a neighborhood of the
identity. K
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